Termination box

Termination box is suitable for jointing fiber to fiber pigtail and it protects fiber optic splices and helps to distribute. The termination box is a wall mounting type or desktop type, which is mainly used in telecommunication equipment room and network equipment room.

Features:

The structure of GP-A, B is innovative, designed in up-down bisection. Its installation is quite simple. By untightening one piece of fixing nut, it succeeds in opening the housing and allows fiber cable and pigtails to pass in and out in one side. The termination box is made of high-strength polycarbonate plastic materials, which has mechanical strength, therefore it is reliable and long lasting. It is of nice shape and beautiful appearance. SLIDE-IN-LOCK fiber optic splice tray (FOST) with its opening angle above 90 degree makes it easy for installation and maintenance. The elastic material is used to fix pigtail. When distribution of pigtail can not be determined (it is not used for the moment), it is possible to wind pigtail into clasp. Whenever it is needed, the connector could be installed outside of the housing, therefore it can connect termination equipment without connecting adapters.

The housing of GP-C, D termination box is made of quality metal. The material has excellent mechanical strength. It is of nice shape and appearance with electro-static spray painting, SLIDE-IN-LOCK fiber optic splice tray and its opening angle above 90 degree makes it easy to install and expand and maintain.

GP-C, D is equipped with adaptor panel. The adapter panel makes it easy to install, inspect and test. The internal storage structure allows to store fiber and fiber pigtail, as well as storing excess connector of pigtail, therefore it is easy for capacity expansion.